A Meteorite Returns to Space, In the Name of Art

Artist Katie Paterson discusses bouncing sonatas off the moon, mapping dead stars, and her recent collaboration with the European Space Agency.
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At around 12:20 Greenwich Mean Time on February 27, 2015, a meteorite will fall to Earth—for the second time. We wouldn’t usually know the time so specifically, except this time it’s coming down aboard the European Space Agency’s cargo vehicle, *Georges Lemaitre*, the same way it got up to orbit last July.

The meteorite re-flight is the work of artist *Katie Paterson*, who melted down a meteorite found in Argentina, re-formed it into the same shape, and worked with ESA to give it a second ride back through Earth’s atmosphere. Paterson, born in Glasgow, Scotland, has shown her conceptual art about space and time all over the world; one can find her work in several collections, including the Guggenheim in New York. Paterson spoke to *Air & Space* Departments Editor Heather Goss about the meteorite, her astronomy research, and writing condolence letters for dead stars.

*Air & Space*: How does this second journey for the meteorite compare to its first?

Paterson: I came up with the idea for *Campo del Cielo, Field of the Sky* walking on the fairly barren Baltic coast. I was imagining objects falling from the sky, cosmic dust, asteroids, meteorites. Imagining the layers of time and existence, built up atom by atom inside the stone and metal, carried across from a time before earth existed. I put a meteorite through a man-made process, intricate and elemental, almost mimicking the cosmic melting that may have brought it into existence in the first place, the alchemical process that goes on all around us. Collapsing a sense of cosmic and human time.

The next stage of *Campo del Cielo, Field of the Sky* was to send the meteorite back into space. Remarkably, this happened last year [thanks to] the European Space Agency. A hand-sized, re-formed meteorite was launched on the Automated Transfer Vehicle, *Georges Lemaitre*, which carried the cargo to the astronauts aboard the International Space Station. I never thought this idea would go beyond the dreaming stage. The meteorite will fall back to Earth [tucked into a trash bag] inside the ATV ([on February 27]), burning through the atmosphere upon reentry, in yet another cyclical process. We can only imagine what might
We interviewed a scientist recently who is learning about how our solar system formed by studying the magnetic formations inside one of the oldest meteorites. If the insides of meteorites can tell us about the universe, what was your intention in melting your meteorite down and reforming it to be an identical shape?

That’s fascinating. I did a lot of research into which kind of meteorite to use in my work. I didn’t want to alter something that’s too precious or rare, or has specific scientific value. I decided to use a Campo del Cielo meteorite, which is the same name the place it fell in to Argentina. It was an extremely large meteor shower, a huge amount of material fell to earth, over 100 tons. It broke up entering the atmosphere and shattered to earth. Some Campo del Cielo meteorites weigh so much they can’t even be moved.

Working with meteorite material was completely new to me. Their cosmic history is something that interests me a lot, the deep layers of time engraved within them, and the mystery of where they’ve come from. When we see and touch this ancient object—how does that make us feel and how do we experience and relate to it in terms of its ancient history?

The former NASA Astronaut Stan Love had this to say about the meteorite, which describes the intention beautifully. “Your project to send a meteorite to the ISS sounds interesting. I think the value is much more symbolic than scientific, especially if the sample you’re sending has been melted and re-cast. That process resets the ‘clock’ for geological age-dating techniques and erases the very interesting crystal patterns seen in ancient iron meteorites. The only words I’d add might be that we have taken an object that came to Earth from space, put a uniquely human signature on it, and returned it to space. On the most fundamental level, it’s a way of communicating with the universe.”

I first discovered your work by stumbling onto Earth-Moon-Earth (Moonlight Sonata Reflected from the Surface of the Moon). In space storytelling, there’s no greater tool than the environment’s inherent silence, much like the gaps in the moon-reflected version of the sonata. Do you feel that the resulting song tells a story about space? [Click the link to listen.]

The score has been on a journey. Perhaps you can hear its story in its absences. For me, sending the Moonlight Sonata to the moon was a way to try to connect with the moon, though it sent the score back in pieces. I can’t pinpoint exactly where the artwork lies here: Was it in the moon transmission? Or the sound heard afterwards in the gallery? Are the ‘missing notes’ still there, floating around on the moon, or in outer space? I think all of these elements are the artwork, it’s a dynamic process.

How did you first become interested in the ideas of space and time?

I’d say my first encounter with thinking about the vastness of space and the cosmos was in Iceland, where I lived for a while after I graduated from art school. Being in Iceland adjusted my view of the world, and later, the universe. I was overwhelmed by the scale of the sky and the changing light, the energy of the landscape. The earth underfoot is warm and exploding with life. I experienced the deepest silences, the vastest skies (watching the midnight sun set and rise in the same moment), the immensity of changing light and weather, otherworldly landscapes and otherworldly nature. It was the first vivid experience I’ve had of being on a planet revolving [around] a sun. I started to look into space. I began to reflect more and more about our connections to the planet and the cosmos at large. As human beings we are not apart from nature, we are nature – we are made of atoms like everything else. It’s very easy to forget this.

Can you describe some of the astronomy-based research you’ve done for your artworks?

I’ve undertaken a lot of varied research with each project I’ve made, which have involved collaborations within science and technology. I’ve been lucky enough to track down people with great expertise who have engaged with my ideas, and who have had the generosity to devote a lot of time and energy to seeing them through. I worked with a physicist and engineer at OSRAM [German-based lighting manufacturer] to create light bulbs that simulate moonlight; with genetic evolutionists from the Sanger Institute in Cambridge, UK, to create a necklace made of carved fossils that charts Earth’s evolution through geological time. I’ve worked with radio hobbiests to reflect Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata from the moon; and ‘supernova hunters’ and cosmologists to map dead stars. The relationships that are built up and the conversations that arise are an enriching part of the work for me.

Within astronomy I collaborated with Professor Ofer Lahav [at University College London] and his department to create a map of every dead star in the universe that has been witnessed or imaged by humankind. I also invited him to give an outdoor evening lecture on the death of stars, pointing out their absence in the sky. For Second Moon, I worked with mathematicians. Most recently, Timepieces (Solar System) was created with support from Professor Ian Robson, Royal Observatory, Edinburgh, and Dr. Stephen Fossey, University of London Observatory. This involved research into a range of subjects; horology, astronomical clocks, planetary orbits, solar days.

In The Dying Star Letters I posted a letter every time a star died, to declare its death. They were very simply written, “Dear XX, I’m sorry to inform you of the death of the star, GRB 193b,” written on a variety of letter paper and posted from wherever it happened to be. I received the info via an electronic telegram directly from the telescopes, which turn themselves toward the bright explosions in the sky. I would pick up my pen and write. Sometimes the letter writing was a very ordinary experience, a task like doing the dishes, and other times it could be more deeply affecting, when I imagined the impact of this great stellar explosion which may have led to the existence of other planets and life.

What are some of the more interesting interactions you’ve had with these scientists? Did one describe a concept that blew you away? Or maybe someone just didn’t understand what you were trying to do with the information?

I was artist-in-residence in University College London’s Department of Physics and Astronomy, which allowed me to sit in on seminars and lectures and join in debates with the group. I was absorbed in so many subjects ranging from the Sagittarian Stream to the earliest objects in the universe. I kept returning to the idea of dying stars. The more I learn about their life and death cycles, and our intimate connection to these long-gone events, my fascination deepens. Our planet is a tiny speck on the outskirts of a galaxy, one of many millions of others, in an infinite universe that is expanding away. I’m interested in ways to conceive and relate to ideas like this, to that which cannot be easily seen or known.
One of the most extraordinary experiences I’ve had was accompanying the distinguished astronomer Professor Richard Ellis to the W.M. Keck Observatory, Hawaii, a remote outpost on the summit of Mauna Kea volcano. Astronomers there are studying the earliest galaxies, searching for the moment the stars “switched on.” I was particularly fascinated by a period called the Dark Ages, before the stars lit up, which I find rich with possibilities.

The sky above Keck is like nothing I’ve seen before, I can’t even begin to describe the stars. We were looking back in time 13.2 billions years, to the first stars to have evolved in the universe. Mauna Kea rises nearly 14,000 feet into the sky. Hawaiians call it Mauna Kea Kualii Ku ha’o ika malie – “the astonishing mountain that stands in the calm.” Its summit is said to be the point where sky and earth pulled apart to create the vast expanse of space.

I took breaks to stand outside under the night sky. I was astonished that the light that we were measuring had travelled to reach earth and the Keck telescopes for about 90 percent of the life of the universe. We were actually observing the edge of the universe, and witnessing starlight that had traveled for millions of years. Many ideas for artworks stemmed from being at Keck, where the immensity of the universe came to the fore, experienced directly. We were witnessing an astonishingly vast area of the universe, appearing to us as a tiny fragment.
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